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Built environment simulation and design computation have
become ubiquitous throughout the design world, from
small scale offices to multinational firms. Simulation
workflows harness the ever-growing power of personal
computers, and the increasing use of cloud computing, to
aid design teams in their increasingly complex endeavors
throughout the globe. Disciplinary boundaries are
blurring, as simulation-based decision support systems
bring experts from various fields together to develop
low-tech solutions, using high-tech simulation tools. The
9th annual Symposium on Simulation for Architecture and
Urban Design (SimAUD) therefore aims at creating a
trans-disciplinary scholarly platform by bringing together
the brightest researchers and practitioners in the fields of
architecture, urban design, urban planning, building
science, visualization and simulation. SimAUD offers the
opportunity to present innovative simulation methods and
techniques and to discuss their roles in bridging
disciplinary gaps in urban planning, architecture,
engineering, construction, and management. This year's
event will be held at TU Delft's campus, the largest and
oldest Dutch public technological university in the
Netherlands.

Important Dates
Abstract Submission (Optional):
Papers/Posters Deadline:
Acceptance Notification:
Camera-ready Deadline:
Workshops:
Conference

20 Oct 2017
23 Dec 2017
16 Feb 2018
16 Mar 2018
04 June 2018
05-07 June 2018

Submission Types
Full Papers / Short Papers / Invited Papers / Projects
SimAUD offers a venue for architecture and urban design
practitioners and researchers to come together to focus
on the timely topic of simulation. Buildings are the largest
consumers of energy responsible, and due to the
complexity and multidisciplinary aspects of architectural
design and construction, and urban design and society,
modeling and simulation become valuable techniques to
understand and address these enormous challenges.
Scientists, engineers, managers, educators, and business
professionals who develop or use simulation tools are
invited to participate and present original papers and
projects.

SPONSORSHIP PROSPECTUS
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VENUE //
The TU Delft campus is one of the largest universities campus in
the world, with about 27.000 people travelling across it every
day. The campus offers an outstanding number of facilities and
is organized as a park, mostly accessible on foot, by bike, or
public transport. The conference is hosted by the Faculty of
Architecture and the Built Environment, and mostly takes place
within the Faculty's building. The Faculty was established in
1904. Currently, it enrolls about 3000 students and hundreds of
staff members. It has an international leading role in education
and research. The 2017 QS World University Rankings by
Subject, listed the Faculty as third worldwide. The Faculty's
building is named BK-city and is located at the edge of the
campus, adjacent to the city center of Delft and well connected
to it. BK-city is a recently renewed building, transformed into a
stylish 36,000 square meters space for studios, workshop rooms,
CNC facilities, research labs, own library, conference rooms,
cafe, restaurant and other facilities. The building includes
exceptional spaces by famous architectural firms, such as the
Tribune of the Orange Hall by MVRDV.

VISIBILITY //
SimAUD is recognized as one of the top 10 cited publications
under the “Architecture” category on Google Scholar. It is a
highly selective conference through its rigorous peerreview process. In past years, attendees have included
researchers and practitioners in the fields of urban planning
and design, architecture
and
building
science,
visualization
and
construction, as well as software
developers,
managers,
educators,
and
business
professionals. Past SimAUD symposia have attracted
exceptionally high-quality submissions (papers, notes, works
in progress, datasets, and videos). SimAUD is run
collaboratively with ACM/SIGSIM and is sponsored by The
Society for Modeling and Simulation International.

SPONSORSHIP //
Platinum $10,000 (€8,500)
3-minute conference plenary speaker introduction.
Major recognition on appreciation signage and printed program.
Full page preferred position ad in conference proceedings.
Large website logo.
4 ‘Full Conference’ registrations.
Complimentary table, with priority location.

Gold $5,000 (€4,250)
High recognition on appreciation signage and printed program.
½ page ad in the conference proceedings.
Website logo.
3 ‘Full Conference’ registrations.
Complimentary table for demonstrating materials and products.
Recognition through sponsorship of a conference session

Silver $2,500 (€2,120)
Recognition on appreciation signage and printed program.
¼ page ad in the conference proceedings.
Website logo.
2 ‘Full Conference’ registration.
Complimentary table for demonstrating materials and products.

Bronze $1,000 (€850)
Recognition on appreciation signage and printed program.
Website logo.
1 ‘Full Conference’ registration.

